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Abstract. As alternative to physical models, neural networks are a
valueable forecast tool in environmental sciences. They can be used
effectively due to their learning capabilities and their low computa-
tional costs. As far as the relevant variables of the system are mea-
sured and put into the network, it works fast and accurately. How-
ever, one of the major shortcomings of neural networks is that they
do not reveal causal relationships between major system components
and thus are unable to improve the explicit knowledge of the user. To
overcome this problem, we introduce a novel approach for deriving
qualitative informations out of neural networks. Some of the result-
ing rules can be directly used by a qualitative simulator for producing
possible future scenarios. Because of the explicit representation of
knowledge the rules should be easier to understand and can be used
as starting point for creating models wherever a physical model is not
available. We illustrate our approach using a Network for predicting
surface ozone concentrations and discuss open problems and future
research directions.

1 Introduction

Artificial Intelligence has been successfully applied to solve prob-
lems regarding physical and meteorological systems. Application ar-
eas include explanation of physical systems, forecasting, decision
support, and modeling. The problem of giving meaningful explana-
tions of the behavior of a physical system has been tackled by qual-
itative reasoning (QR) [16, 1]. Several approaches for representing
physical systems in a qualitative way has been proposed. The most
influencing techniques are qualitative simulation [8], confluences [2],
and qualitative process theory [3]. Although, one of the goals of QR
was to develop models allowing to reason about physical system and
consequently to give a program some kind of physical problem solv-
ing capability, qualitative reasoning systems are also used in other
areas, e.g., forecasting the qualitative behavior of a physical system.
One requirement for using QR is the existence of a qualitative model.
Sometimes such a model can directly be derived from a quantitative
model, e.g., differential equations. However, such a model of a phys-
ical system is not always accessible, especially in domains where
even experts in the field have no complete theory about the behavior
and nature of a system and where observation data and their interre-
lationships can not be interpreted so far.
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In the cases where no model is available, a partial model represent-
ing parameters of interest and their interaction has to be developed.
Such a model needs not to capture all aspects of the system and is not
indented to be a complete physical explanation of a phenomenon.
Instead, the model must allow for deriving useful informations for
solving a special task. In [5, 6] a model used by a decision support
system has been introduced. [12] introduces a qualitative model for
predicting severe rainfall events. Although, such models can be de-
veloped, modeling is not easy and time consuming. In some situa-
tions, when observations of the physical system are available, ma-
chine learning [11] can be applied to derive a model out of observa-
tional data. The resulting model is not necessarily a qualitative one.
Several machine learning techniques have been proposed so far, in-
cluding the induction of decision trees, rules, or neural networks.

Whenever AI forecast models are used in meteorology and en-
vironmental research, most frequently the neural network approach
is chosen. In [7] the use of neural networks to prediction and data
analyses in meteorology and oceanography has been suggested and
compared with other empirical and statistical methods. There is also
work [15] describing the induction of meteorological knowledge
from observations in form of decision trees. An advantage of get-
ting rules or a decision tree is that they give some deeper insights
of the observations helping a human to understand interrelationships
between model parameters. Neural network, however, have a implicit
characterization of the derived knowledge. If they are only used for
forecasting purposes this poses no problem. It has been shown in
many areas that the forecast results obtained from neural networks
may be as well or even better than results gathered by applying phys-
ical models, e.g., [17]. However, if connections are of interest the
meteorological model provides more profound knowledge. To over-
come this problem techniques for deriving rules out of trained neu-
ral networks have been proposed [14]. The result of rule extractions

out of neural networks are rules of the form � ���
	�	�	� ������������
for networks with binary values, or � ���	�	�	�� �������� ��� with
� ��� � � op  � with op !#"%$'&�('&�)'&�*,+.-%/ in the general case. For
both forms ��0 denotes network inputs and ��� is an output node. The
certainty factor 1.2 is a measure to what extent the rule is valid.

Different to the output of traditional rule extraction techniques we
are more interested in receiving qualitative models from neural net-
works. The qualitative models we have in mind describe relations be-
tween inputs and outputs not using quantities. An example is the rule
If the temperature increases then the ozone concentration increases
as well (provided that all other parameters are stable) or Traffic and
high temperature cause a high ozone level. Both examples describe
causal relationships between considered parameters. Although, such
rules do not provide a quantitative value they allow for explaining
connections and hence explaining how physical systems work. The
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question now is how to derive such qualitative rules out of networks.
In this paper we try to provide an answer by introducing an algorithm
for this purpose.

There are other approaches for deriving qualitative knowledge
from data. Sangüesa and Cortés [13] survey research done in de-
riving causal networks from data and introduce new algorithms. The
question whether our approach or other approaches for learning qual-
itative knowledge perform better can not be answered at this stage of
research. Future research must gain more experience by using dif-
ferent example data sets and directly comparing the outcome of the
approaches.

This paper is organized as follows. In the next section we give
some basic definitions regarding neural networks and qualitative rea-
soning. This section is followed by a section introducing the qualita-
tive rule extraction algorithm and a section presenting some results
when applying the algorithm to a real-world example. Finally, we
discuss related work and future directions and conclude the paper.

2 Basic definitions

Like qualitative models of physical systems quantitative mod-
els

��� &���& ����� are characterized by a set of variables
� 	

" � � & 	.	�	 &�� �/ each variable ��0 associated with a domain 
 0 !��
and some constraints or rules ��� describing the connections be-
tween variables. Differently from the quantitative case the domain for
qualitative variables is finite, i.e., 
��� 0 	 " � � & 	.	�	 & ��� / !�� � � ,
and is totally ordered

� � $ 	�	�	 $ � �
. Since neural networks take

input values from an infinite domain for computing output values,
we have to define a mapping from the infinite domains used by neu-
rons and the finite domain used in qualitative reasoning. For this pur-
pose we assume a set of distinct intervals � 0 	 "�� � & 	�	�	 &�� � / , with����� � � ��� � � 	��

, for every variable ��0�! �
where each � � cor-

responds directly to a value from the qualitative domain 
��� 0 of
variable ��0 , i.e., � � corresponds to

� � ,. . . , � � corresponds to
� �

.
In addition, we define a function �%0! #"%$ � � � � map-

ping values from the quantitative domain to the qualitative do-
main for each variable � 0 . For example a model that predicts
ozone concentration typically comprises variables temperature, wind
speed, cloud cover and the ozone concentration from the day be-
fore "'&�+'�)( &+*+(�+ +'
�& 1-,���.�
�&��0/1��2 + / . A qualitative domain for temper-
ature might be "43 +'5�6 17�1,8
�& 19�0,�
�&+:<;=5�� &>�?�4& / where 3 +45�6 19�0,�
 cor-
responds to

�>@�A &�BC� , 19�0,�
 to D B,&'E-FC� , :<;G50� to DHE'F &7I1BC� , and finally�?�4& to D I0B,& A � . Temperature values are given in J � . The tempera-
ture E'K J is mapped to �CLNM �PO?� E'K1� 	 17�1,�
 .

The rules ��� describing the behavior of the system repre-
sents causal relationships, e.g., A high temperature coincides with
a high ozone concentration. Formally, such a rule can be stated by� �?�4&�&>&�+4�Q(R�QS � �0/1��2 &T�?U *=�V� where S denotes the causal direc-
tion. Generally, we define causal rules as �WS � � & � � , where � is
a logical formula consisting out of propositions of the form

� � 0 & � 0X�
connected by the logical operators � &?Y &7Z . In order to allow for
describing rules of the form Increasing temperature coincides with
an increase of the ozone concentration we allow propositions of
the form op

� ��0[� (op ! "�\ & @ &T] / for increasing, decreasing, and
stable) to be used in � and as consequent of the rule. Using this
proposition we can express a �_^ ( �a` ) constraint used by [8], e.g.,� ^ � � 0 &�� � � is represented by the rule \ � ��0[��Sb\ � � � � or rule
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Figure 1. A single Neuron

\ � � � �cSd\ � � 0 � . The set of rules ��� represents the model of a
physical system.

Beside the formalization of the considered qualitative model we
give a brief introduction into neural networks and how they are used.
In this paper we only consider multi-layer feed-forward networks [4]
with one input, one hidden, and one output layer. To be self contained
we briefly recall the basics of neural networks. Neural networks can
be seen in the sense of an abstract simulation of a biological neural
system, such as the human brain. They are made up of many paral-
lel working units, based upon single brain cells or neurons and the
connections between them which simulate the axon interlaces of the
brain.

The most important part of a neural network is the neuron. Data
is processed in the neurons insofar as they accept incoming data,
transform it into an activation signal and switch it to the neuron out-
put. Individual neurons are combined in a single network through
directed and weighted connections. Such networks take on external
input through their own input neurons and propagate these through
the neuron connections to the output neurons. Neural networks allow
themselves to be placed in models with supervised and unsupervised
training algorithms, whereby the data predictions mostly come into
effect as supervised approaches.

Multi-layer Perceptrons (MLP) come about through the joining
together of multiple non-linear perceptrons (see [4]) and are multi-
layered feed-forward networks. Figure 1 shows the formal repre-
sentation of a single neuron used in MLPs, consisting of an in-
put, an activation, and an output function. Usually the input func-
tion computes the sum of all inputs using the given weights, i.e.,e � 0 	gfWhRi�j?k�-l � : � 0 6 � ` �� where e � 0 denotes the U -th neuron in the m -
th layer, : 0 � the weight between the neuron U and n , and o � ` � the
number of neurons in layer m @ E . In most cases identity is used as the
output function. Therefore this function is often ignored (as it is in
our case). The activation function ; 17& takes the input value and com-
putes the output value. The most popular activation function is the
sigmoid function 6 � 0 	 �

� ^RpXq
i r where 6 � 0 denotes the output value of

the U -th neuron in the m -th layer. MLPs are normally trained through
the Backpropogation algorithm by modifying the weights between
the neurons.

Learning an MLP is usually done using the backpropagation al-
gorithm (BP). The BP algorithm tries to minimize the output error
function of a network by adapting the weights of the network con-
nections in the direction of its negative gradient. The error function
is therefore half the square of the network output error compared
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to the desired target output:
� 	 ���� f 0 � &�0 @ 6%0�� � where index U

denotes the cells of the output layer, & 0 represents the target output,
and 6 0 the actual output of the neural network. The change in the
weights runs parallel to the negative gradient of the error function� : 0 ��� @��	���
 r i .

The direct result is the back propagation learning rule distinguish-
ing between different layers:

� : 0 � 	 �� � 6 0 ,
��� � 	 �� � with

1. Output layer � h0 	 ;,1T&�� � e h0 � � &�0 @ 6 h0 �
2. Others � � 0 	 ; 17&�� � e

�
0 � f h i���k�9l � � � ^ �� : � ^ �� 0

where � is the learning rate or learning coefficient and regulates
the speed of the convergence of the algorithm, � � 0 is also known as the
error signal of a particular cell, and ; 17& � e � is the activation function
of the respective neuron. ;,1T& � denotes the derivation of ; 17& .

3 Deriving qualitative rules

Rule extraction out of neural networks has been investigated by sev-
eral researchers, e.g., [14]). In this paper we introduce an algorithm
for extracting qualitative knowledge out of neural networks trained
using observations from a physical system. We restrict neural net-
works to be multi-layer feed-forward networks with the aggrega-
tion function as input function, an monotonic increasing function
as activation function, and the identity function as output function.
Our algorithm can be characterized as black-box approach accord-
ingly to [14]. It takes the trained neural network ��o o , the variables� 	 ".� � & 	�	�	 &�� � / , the function � 0 for every variable � 0 ( � 	
"4� � & 	.	�	 &+� �/ ), and a function � 	 "�� � & 	�	�	 &�� �/ as input and com-
putes causal rules. The function � 0 returns the set of values for a vari-
able � 0 specified by their intervals � 0 (corresponding to the values
from the qualitative domain � � � 0 , i.e., � 0 	���� ���+�  ���!#"%$ r "�,'& &+.(&./ .
The values are of interest because they represent the interval bound-
ary values.

Rule extraction is done in a two stage process. First, all possible
rules using all combination of input values are computed. The input
values of the network are given by the intervals corresponding to
the qualitative domains of variables. In the second step the rules are
summarized and minimized.

The following -�.�;=,�U &>;&[U�3 +*) .�, +�* algorithm computes a set of
qualitative rules.

Algorithm -�.�;=,�U &>;&>U 3 +*) .V, +0* � ��o o�& � &+� &,���
1. Let ��� be the empty set.
2. For all elements 
 of � �.- 	.	�	/- � � given by � and where��� l �10 0 0 � � � ! U 2G(�.?&+* � � o o � , do the following:

(a) Compute the value 3 � of all output neurons 2 � !�0.?&�(�.?&+* � ��o o � from � o o using the values 
 0 from 
 for
all input neurons � 0 .

(b) Add the rule

� � � &+� � � 
 � �+� ��	�	�	�� � � � &+� � � 
 � �+�VS � 2 � &+� � � 3 � �+�
to the set ��� .

3. Return the set of rules ��� .

It is easy to see that -�.�;=,�U &>;&>U 3 +*) .V, +0* halts on every finite input.
The termination criteria of the loops must be always met because
of the finite input data. The complexity of the algorithm is of order� � 


�
� , where 
 is the size of the largest domain and n is the number

of input neurons. The space requirements for storing the resulting set
of rules is also equal to � � 


�
� . Although, the time and space require-

ments are high this poses no practical problem. First, the conversion
process of the neural network into a set of qualitative rules can be
done off-line after training the network. Hence, the use of the rules
is separated from their computation. A second reason is a more prag-
matic one. Since, the used networks comprises not so many neurons
and the available computational power is high and still increasing,
computation should be possible without any problem. However, as
discussed previously the user is more interested in receiving deep
knowledge, i.e., a small set of concise rules giving an explanation
about the system’s behavior.

Rule reduction 1: Reducing rules or combining them for a more
compact representation can be done by applying logical considera-
tions. Rules generated by -�.�;=,�U &>;&[U�3 +*) .�, +�* can be seen as impli-
cations on propositions. So, we can use all techniques from proposi-
tional logic in order to reduce the number of implications. For ex-
ample if we have two implications of the form ( � ) � - andZ�( � ) � - with propositions ( , - and a conjunction of proposi-
tions ) , then we can combine them to ) � - . For our purposes this
reduction rule must be reformulated. If we have rules of the form� � 0�&+3 � � � )aS 6 , . . . ,

� ��0�&�3 � � � ) Sd6 , with "'3 � & 	�	�	 &+3 � / 	
��� 0 , then we can combine them to ) S 6 . Hence, the reduction
rule can reduce � rules to one and retains correctness. However, the
number of applications of the reduction rule depend on the given
domains 
��� 0 and the function � 0 . Therefore, the rule may not be
applicable at all. In order to overcome this problem we can relax the
condition "43 � & 	.	�	 &>3 � / 	 
��� 0 to 3 "43 � & 	�	�	 &+3 � /436573 
��� 0�3 @ n ,
where n ! D B,&�3 
�0��0+3 8 is an error value stating the allowed difference
to the original condition.

Rule reduction 2: Another way of computing the relevant rules
out of all is to check the probability that a variable having a value
leads to the output having another value. The probability can be
computed out of the given collection of rules. Formally, the second

kind of reduction deals with computing rules of the form
� � 0�&+3=� ���S� 2 &+3 � � , where 1.2 denotes the probability. 1.2 is defined by

1.2 	:9 M �
3 "45;3 5 � � 	�	�	�� � ��0�&+3=� �
	�	�	 S � 2 &>3<� �+� &>5 ! ��� /3

3 "45 � 3 5 � � �#= S � 2�&>3 � �+� &+5 � ! ��� /3 	

Using this definition we receive a set of rules � that have to be
further minimized. The first reduction on � uses the following ob-
servation. Because, of the rule definition we know that 1�2 represents
the probability that the associated rule is correct, and that there are

rules 5 � � � � 0 &+3 0 � �S � 2 &>3=� and 5 � � � � 0 &+3 0 �
9
S � 2�&+3 � � with3�>	 3 � in � . We can specify preference criteria for such rules 5 �

and 5 � . We say that 5 � is preferred over 5%? ( 5 � ( 5 � ) iff 1 ( 
 . Us-
ing this definition we reduce � by only considering preferred rules
with respect to ( . The second reduction makes sense only if a not to
small bound for the probability value 1.2 is used (preferable between
0.8 and 1).
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Rule reduction 3: The third and last technique for deriving qual-
itative rules out of neural networks is different from the previous
ones. Instead of deriving static knowledge, the third technique is for
deriving rules specifying the dynamic behavior of a system. Using
our formalism we search for rules of the form \ � � 0 �QS \ � � � �
indicating that if ��0 is increasing (decreasing) then � � is increas-
ing (decreasing) as well, or

@ � ��0[� S \ � � � � if there is an inverse
relationship between variables � 0 and � � . For the following defi-
nitions we assume that 
�0� 0  3 �0 $ 	�	�	 $ 3

�
0 is the totally or-

dered domain of variable � 0 having n distinct intervals as elements.
Now, we can define the case where a rule \ � � 0�� S \ � � � � , U >	 m
hold. Let ��� be the (non-reduced) set of rules obtained from the
neural net � o o . The rule \ � � 0��cS \ � � � � can be derived from
��� iff for all conjunctions of propositions

=
and ) and the rules= � � � 0 &+3

�
0 � � ) S � � � &+3 �� � and

= � � � 0 &+3
O
0 � � )�S � � � &+3 �� � in

��� with , $W( follows that � ) - . A similar definition holds for@ � ��0��RS \ � � � � (only , $ ( must be changed to , ( ( ).
A rule \ � ��0��RS \ � � � � may not be valid for all but for the most

cases. To reflect this we relax the definition above and introduce a
probability value 1.2 , as done previously. The probability value is
computed by dividing the number of cases where the rule hold with
the number of all possible cases, i.e., the number of rules, i.e., 3 ��� 3 .
We write \ � � 0 � ���S \ � � � � . Again we can reduce the number of
rules having a probability value by only considering rules with a
probability greater than a given boundary value, e.g., 0.9.

Summary: All three techniques proposed above for generating
rules and reducing rule sets require the set of rules computed by
-0.?; ,8U &[;&>U 3 +*) .V, +�* as input. The first technique searches for ele-
ments within the antecedence of a rule that can be eliminated because
of the fact that they do not influence the output. The result is a set of
rule that is logically equivalent to the original set. The second tech-
nique is for computing rules that are only true to some extent. This
technique computes rule of the form If a value is within an interval,
then the output is within another interval with a given probability.
The final technique detects functional relationships between inputs
and outputs. The results of this technique can be used as constraints
( �_\ or � @

) for a qualitative simulator [8].

Figure 2. The user interface of the Ozone forecasting application

4 Results

We have implemented the described rule generation techniques in
Smalltalk using VisualWorks 2.52 and applied to the prediction of
surface ozone concentrations [17]. The user interface of our applica-
tion is depicted in figure 2. The performance results obtained are
depicted in Table 1. Time is given in seconds and was measured
on a Sun Ultra 1 workstation with 145 MHz under Solaris. We
see that computing all rules was not very time consuming but the
first rule reduction technique was. However, the results indicate
that the proposed methods are applicable for larger neural net-
works.

Time
[Sec]

Derive rules 0.5
Rule reduction 1 8.7
Rule reduction 2 1.1
Rule reduction 3 1.4

Table 1. Performance results for the ozone domain

The following rules were derived from a simple feed-forward net-
work with 3 input, 5 hidden, and 1 output neuron. The network
was trained on data from [17] specifying a learning rate of 1 and
100 training cycles using the available data from July to Septem-
bers 1995. The quantitative domains of wind speed, temperature,
cloud cover, and ozone were divided into five intervals (see fig-
ure 3). According to the complexity considerations of the algorithm
-�.�;=,�U &>;&[U�3 +*) .�, +�* we obtain 125 causal rules ��� . In the first re-
duction step the rules were reduced to 111. This reduction was based
on logical arguments without introducing uncertainty. By allowing a
small deviation of one (two) to the original condition we received 83
(57) different rules. One obtained rule said that If the cloud cover is
small or medium and the temperature is high, then the ozone concen-
tration is high as well.

Using the same basic rule set ��� and the second reduction tech-
nique we obtain the following rules with given certainty factors.

� &�+4�Q(+'50;&[.�5 +%&X,���: � � 0 ���S � �1/0�02 +%&T,���: �� &�+'�)(+'5�;G&[.�5 + &[,���: � U 
=� � 0 ���S � �1/0�02 +%&T,���: � U 
=�� &�+'�Q(+'50;&>.?5 +%&X� U 
 �?U *=�V� � 0 	��S � �0/1��2 +%&�,8�0: � U�
=�� &�+'�)(+'5�;G&[.�5 + &[�?U *=�V� � 0 ���S � �1/0�02 +%&�� U 
=�� &�+'�Q(+'50;&>.?5 +%&�� ; e � � 0 ���S � �0/1�02 +%&�� U 
=�� :<U�2R
�&T,���: � � 0 ���S � �0/1�02 +%&+� U�
=�
It is interesting to note that the maximum ozone concentration is

never mentioned. This indicates that no significant rule between max-
imum ozone and the considered meteorological parameters exists,
and that maximum ozone is rather influenced by parameters not cov-
ered by our reductionist model. Note that other rules with a smaller
certainty factor could be derived but are less relevant.

The final reduction technique delivering rules stating functional
relationships delivered three results.
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Figure 3. Intervals and qualitative values for input variables

\ � &�+'�)(+'5�;&>.�5 +�� S \ � �0/1��2 +0�\ � :�U 2R
=�VS @ � �0/1��2 +��\ � 19,���.�
 + 17�03 +'51�RS @ � �1/0�02 +��
This result gives a good characterization of the influences between

different input parameters. We see that the temperature influences
the ozone concentration positively, while the other parameters have
a negative influence. This result corresponds exactly to the observa-
tions. Increasing wind speeds prevent the accumulation of pollutants
near the surface. An increase in cloud cover reduces the photochem-
ically active radiation and thus ozone production.

5 Discussion

The proposed approach tries to get knowledge about physical system
out of a trained neural network. In difference to previous research
[14] in this direction the goal is not to get rules out of the network
with the capability of replacing the network by a deduction system
using the rule for computing output values based on given inputs. In-
stead we are interested in getting rules helping to understand physical
systems. Research in qualitative reasoning has the aim of providing
techniques for representing knowledge about physical systems that
allow to reason about the world. Hence, our rules are intended to be
qualitative (instead of quantitative). It is worth noting that the rules
can not be derived directly from the available data. There are several
arguments for that assumption. One argument is that the data is not
complete meaning that there are situations explainable by a physi-
cal or ecological theory that are never observed so far. Furthermore
observations are inaccurate due to measurement errors. All this fi-
nally suggests the use of neural networks. Because of the generaliza-
tion capability of neural networks it is not necessary that all possible
cases are to be used for the training session. The advantages of neu-

ral networks in meteorological applications have been discussed in
detail in [7].

The qualitative rules and the techniques for compacting these rules
as described here allow to gain more profound knowledge about
physical systems. Because of their declarative nature they are under-
standable and can be used for deriving new knowledge, i.e., possible
scenarios based on a given situation similar to qualitative simula-
tion [8]. Consider our ozone forecasting example. If the temperature
is increasing and wind and cloud cover is stable then we can derive
that the ozone concentration is increasing as well. If wind speed is
increasing several scenarios are possible. First, the ozone concentra-
tion is increasing as well. Second, the ozone concentration is stable,
or finally, the ozone concentration is going to decrease. Using this ex-
ample, we see that in difference to a quantitative simulation the result
becomes ambiguous. However, a quantitative results require precise
data which are not always available. This holds for ozone forecasting
where weather predictions for temperature, wind speed, and cloud
cover are used which are itself uncertain [17]. So, the result must be
uncertain. Since, most ecological systems are very sensitive on in-
put data, only slightly different inputs may lead to different outputs.
Therefore, it is impossible to guarantee that real physical or ecolog-
ical system will behave as expected. Additionally, for many appli-
cations, qualitative statements like the surface ozone concentration
is going to increase tomorrow are enough. Furthermore, the ideas of
deriving rules from data as described herein are especially interesting
in situations where no explicit physical model is available to explain
the observations.

Note that the results of our approach depend on several parame-
ters: First, the choice of the qualitative domain and the intervals cor-
responding to qualitative values have an impact on the resulting rules.
They should be carefully chosen depending on the given application.
Second, the resulting knowledge obtained by the introduced meth-
ods, depends on the used neural network. Missing parameters which
corresponds to a physical phenomenon, result in an incomplete rep-
resentation of the real situation. However, this is a general problem.
Inavailability of data also results in a incomplete or inaccurate model
when using other learning techniques.

The paper is intended to give preliminary definitions and results
in this field in order to foster research. There are many problems re-
garding our approach. The first open question is whether and to what
extent it is possible to derive knowledge about systems dynamics.
Many physical systems have a more or less important memory, i.e.,
values of system variables at a time point & depend on previous values
at & @ E and so on. The second question is whether the approach can
be extended to be applicable for other kind of neural networks, e.g.,
elman networks. Finally, we do not give a precise formal semantics
of the resulting rules. Should they be treated as causal rules [9, 10]
or as pure implications (with certainty factors). Although, answers to
the open questions are required, we think that the proposed technique
and the underlying idea is still of valid for the ecological domain
where explicit models are hardly available but observations are. Pos-
sible application areas include decision support systems and helping
researchers structuring knowledge. Deriving knowledge for decision
support systems from available data can help to decrease costs for
developing such systems and improve their output. The second ap-
plication is to provide preliminary models of physical or ecological
system that are not so well understood by humans.
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6 Conclusion

In this paper we have given definitions and algorithms for deriving
qualitative knowledge out of neural networks. We argued that the re-
sulting rules can be seen as preliminary model of a physical or eco-
logical system. The rules are automatically derived from the neural
net and therefore no extra costs are required. Since, learning of neu-
ral networks is also automatically performed the user is only required
to determine the inputs and needed outputs of the system. Therefore,
the techniques as suggested are especially useful whenever no phys-
ical model is available to explain observational data. However, the
quality of the output depends on the input. If an important input fac-
tor is missing, then the outcome can not be expected to represent a
real model of the system. This, however, is rather a general problem
of developing scientific theories out of limited and uncertain infor-
mation then a shortcoming of our approach. The results of this paper
should be taken as preliminary. Future research should include ex-
tensions regarding deriving knowledge about the behavior of system
evolving over time, considering other types of neural networks, im-
proving the used algorithms, and other. We believe that our approach
can be especially useful for creating a rule base for decision support
systems where qualitative results are more important than quantita-
tive ones.
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